Neonatal sepsis biomarkers: where are we now?
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Abstract: Given that neonatal sepsis remains an important factor contributing to mortality and morbidity in neonates, identification of accurate biomarkers to aid in its timely and accurate diagnosis is critical. In this review, we discuss the current evidence behind the use of biomarkers commonly used in clinical practice, as well as presenting recent developments in this area of research. Besides summarizing information regarding “traditional” biomarkers (eg, hematological indices, CRP, and other acute-phase reactants, cytokines), we provide the latest clinical status on some relatively “newer” biomarkers (eg, PCR- and “-omic” technology-based, biophysical biomarkers) in the diagnosis of neonatal sepsis. We believe that certain biophysical (RALIS, core–peripheral temperature differences) in combination with selective biochemical (procalcitonin, nCD64, presepsin) markers offer the best likelihood of being adopted for clinical use in the detection of neonatal sepsis in the near future. In addition, serial measurements of selective biochemical markers (procalcitonin, nCD64) offer promise in the decision to initiate and/or control the duration of antibiotic therapy. It is important to conduct adequately powered prospective multicenter studies to continue to establish the accuracy and safety of utilizing such biomarkers of neonatal sepsis so that appropriate and adequate therapy is tailored to each infant for optimal outcomes.
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Introduction

Despite recent improvements in outcomes, neonatal sepsis (NS) remains a significant contributor to morbidity and mortality.1 Early-onset sepsis (EOS) refers to infection diagnosed in the first 72 hours of life with pathogens most likely acquired perinatally, in contrast to late-onset sepsis (LOS), which refers to infection diagnosed from day of life 4 onward, where the source is from either the community or hospital environment.2

For infants born at >34 weeks gestational age (GA), the incidence of EOS is 0.3–0.8/1,000 live births.3,4 Lower GA dramatically increases the risk for perinatal infection, as 4.8%–16.9% of preterm infants exposed to chorioamnionitis go on to develop culture-positive EOS, in contrast to only 0.47%–1.24% of similarly exposed infants born at ≥35 weeks GA.3,5 LOS has been shown to be associated with increased risk of bronchopulmonary dysplasia and neurological morbidities.6,7

The challenge of diagnosing NS is that both EOS and LOS often present with aspecific clinical signs that show significant overlap with common uninfectious conditions, such as transitional tachypnea and apnea of prematurity. While prompt aggressive treatment with antibiotics is critical, indiscriminate use of these medications is not without
significant medical and financial costs. Use of broad-spectrum antibiotics has been shown to disrupt the microbiome of the neonatal gut and put the already-vulnerable preterm infant at greater risk of developing necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) and invasive fungal infections. Treatment of the term baby with antibiotics usually requires some degree of separation from the mother during an important window for bonding, and recent data regarding early antibiotic use and risk of asthma, inflammatory bowel disease, and obesity strongly suggest that exposure in this age group is not without risk either.

The need for accurate biomarkers to aid in the timely and accurate diagnosis of NS thus remains as important as ever. The ideal biomarker should demonstrate a consistent and predictable pattern in both response to infection and to treatment. A high degree of sensitivity is essential to ensure that cases are not missed; however, specificity is also important to avoid exposing unaffected infants to unnecessary treatment. The perfect biomarker should also be able to give unequivocal information, an indication of the identity of the pathogen, be easily measured with a technique that guarantees a fast turnaround, and if a serum sample is required, should only require a minimal volume of blood.

There are many challenges. The normal range of the marker may be dependent on the GA or postnatal age and may also fluctuate in response to coexisting uninfected disease processes. Although the presence of a positive blood culture has been the gold standard and has been shown to be sensitive in detecting relatively low bacterial loads, clinicians remain hesitant to reject the diagnosis of infection when presented with a sick infant and a negative blood-culture result. Variations in the definition of “culture-negative” or “clinical sepsis” between studies, in addition to differences in measurement technique, timing of sample collection, and choice of cutoff levels, also contribute to heterogeneity among studies, making it difficult to draw firm conclusions from meta-analyses.

In this review, we discuss the current evidence behind the use of biomarkers commonly used in clinical practice, as well as presenting recent developments in this area of research. This article focuses on developments that have occurred in the last 10 years, with an emphasis on the biomarkers that we consider are the most relevant to the practice of clinical neonatology.

**Hematological indices**

Newman et al noted that a low white blood cell (WBC) count and absolute neutrophil count (ANC) with a higher band count closely correlated with the presence of EOS. Diagnostic accuracy of WBC indices improved with advancing postnatal age, and was most useful after 4 hours of life. Scoring systems have been found to be more accurate when applied to preterm infants than term infants, and diagnostic accuracy found to improve with advancing postnatal age. Within the context of LOS, both high and low WBC counts, elevated ANC, elevated immature to total (I:T) neutrophil ratio >0.2, and thrombocytopenia have been noted to occur; however, none of these parameters shows a close-enough association to exclude LOS with appropriate sensitivity. Combining hematological indices with clinical findings and other biomarkers has been shown to improve diagnostic accuracy further, especially in cases of culture-negative sepsis.

Elevated red cell–distribution width (RDW) has been shown to be associated with increased mortality from sepsis in both adult and pediatric critical care populations. In the neonatal population, a normal RDW is reported to lie between 15.5% and 20%, although a value as high as 23% can be considered normal in the preterm population. RDW >16.35% was found to predict mortality with 70% sensitivity and 66.1% specificity in a population of 500 term infants diagnosed with EOS or LOS. These findings are consistent with observations made in adults and may prove to be of value in neonates.

### Table 1 Selected hematological scoring systems for culture-negative suspect/clinical sepsis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria used</th>
<th>Scoring criteria for sepsis</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total WBCs</strong></td>
<td>Score ≤2 sepsis unlikely</td>
<td>20, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤5,000/μL</td>
<td>3–5 sepsis possible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25,000/μL at birth</td>
<td>&gt;5 sepsis likely</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥30,000/μL at 12–24 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥21,000/μL from DOL2 onward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1,800 or &gt;5,400/μL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immature neutrophils (ABC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;600/μL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I:T ratio &gt;0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxic changes noted in neutrophils</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelet count &lt;150,000/μL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANC</strong></td>
<td>Score ≥2 indicative of sepsis</td>
<td>23, 24, 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;7,500 cells/μL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;14,500 cells/μL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immature neutrophils (ABC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1,500/μL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I:T ratio &gt;0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelet count &lt;150,000/μL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ABC, absolute band count; ANC, absolute neutrophil count; DOL, day of life; I:T, immature:total (neutrophils); WBCs, white blood cells.
from those of another retrospective study investigating the utility of RDW as a prognostic marker in cases of both EOS and LOS, where RDW >14.5% was found to be associated with increased mortality (OR 1.31, 95% CI 1.241–1.399). RDW is a measurement already available on the standard complete blood count (CBC), but further work is needed to define cutoff values for infants of different chronological age and GA.

In terms of clinical utility, hematological indices are of limited efficacy in the early recognition of NS, as clinical signs or specific risk factors usually precede the decision to proceed with laboratory testing. Abnormal findings, such as neutropenia and elevated I:T ratio, may be helpful in confirming the decision to start antibiotics; however, normal values need to be viewed within the context of the clinical presentation of the patient. While reassuring CBC results can make the decision to stop antibiotics more straightforward, recent guidance from the American Academy of Pediatrics regarding the management of EOS recommended that antibiotics should be continued beyond 48 hours only in the presence of a positive blood culture or objective evidence of localized infection, rather than laboratory results.

**C-reactive protein (CRP)**

CRP is an acute-phase protein, released by the liver in response to stimulation by proinflammatory cytokines. Elevation of CRP begins between 12 and 24 hours following the onset of infection, with levels peaking at 48 hours. Within the context of EOS, CRP has been shown to have a sensitivity of 9%–83%, with the majority of studies quoting values of 49%–68% when a cutoff value of 10 mg/L is used. Specificity values are higher, consistently reported as >90%, even though elevations of CRP can be caused by uninfected inflammatory processes, such as meconium aspiration and prolonged transition. In both LOS and EOS, accuracy of CRP as a diagnostic marker improves with serial measurements. Using CRP in combination with other biomarkers, particularly those that rise early in the course of infection, such as nCD64, IL6, or IL8, has also been shown to be beneficial and can be useful in tracking response to treatment. Evidence is also available for the popular clinical practice of obtaining serial CRP values in combination with various WBC indices, such as I:T ratio, to “rule out” sepsis and limit the course of treatment. In summary, CRP remains a useful negative predictor of NS, and serial levels are valuable in helping clinicians monitor response to treatment. CRP as a late-rising diagnostic marker is of limited use in the diagnosis of NS and in the initial decision to start antibiotics, particularly if the result obtained is within the equivocal 5–10 mg/L range. Our recommendation is to use CRP alongside other biomarkers that rise earlier in the course of infection and to use serial measurements within the first 48 hours of a “sepsis rule out” to decide whether to continue antibiotics.

**Procalcitonin**

Procalcitonin (Pct) levels rise steadily 2–4 days after birth in physiological and pathophysiological states, with reference levels available for term and preterm infants. Bacterial or fungal infection results in a much more marked rise in Pct that can be detected within 6 hours of infection, peaking at 18–24 hours. Levels remain elevated for up to 48 hours, allowing for a relatively wide window for detection. In addition to the physiological rise following birth, a rise in Pct can also be triggered by other perinatal events, such as respiratory distress syndrome, intracranial hemorrhage, hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy, pneumothorax, and fetal distress. A meta-analysis that included a total of 1,959 neonates from 16 different studies evaluating the measurement of Pct prior to commencement of antibiotic therapy in both EOS and LOS demonstrated pooled sensitivity of 81% (95% CI 74%–87%) and pooled specificity of 79% (95% CI 69%–87%). Perhaps due to the multiple uninfected conditions that can trigger a rise in Pct, this marker was found to perform better in the setting of LOS than in EOS, with area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve (AUC) values of 0.95 and 0.78, respectively. Another larger meta-analysis evaluating Pct in the cord blood of infants with suspected EOS suggested that earlier measurement may lead to increased diagnostic accuracy. Pooled sensitivity was 78% for studies investigating cord-blood Pct compared with a pooled value of 70% for studies measuring Pct at 24–48 hours. This meta-analysis quoted higher specificity of up to 89% when Pct was measured at 12 and 24 hours. Findings of both these meta-analyses are limited by significant heterogeneity in study design and cutoff values chosen; however, the overall trend is one of moderate–high sensitivity and specificity.

A study that investigated Pct in combination with nCD64, CRP, and WBC count showed that the combined measurement of Pct and nCD64 was the most effective, yielding an AUC of 0.922. Another study investigating the effect of combining Pct with IL6 or IL8 demonstrated similar sensitivity and specific values generated by Pct alone. Like CRP, Pct levels drop steadily in response to antibiotic therapy, and this strategy was recently tested in the setting of EOS by a large international multicenter (NeoPIns) trial. Pct-guided therapy was associated with a significant
reduction in the duration of antibiotic therapy to 55.1 vs 65.0 hours ($P<0.0001$). When the per-protocol data were analyzed, this difference increased to 51.8 vs 64 hours ($P<0.0001$). No sepsis-related deaths were reported, and only nine (<1%) infants were suspected to have reinfection. Overall, this study provides an important potential framework for Pct-guided antibiotic stewardship within the context of EOS in a population with a low incidence of culture-proven infection. Further work is needed to evaluate how Pct-guided therapy can be applied to preterm and term neonatal populations with a higher risk profile for infection. Early results from at least one population with a higher incidence of infection suggest that this is still a promising strategy to conserve resources while maintaining patient safety.46

In summary, Pct as an intermediate- to early-rising inflammatory marker is of limited use in detection and early diagnosis of NS. Pct is not sufficiently sensitive to act as a sole indicator to initiate empiric antibiotic therapy but can be useful when combined with other biomarkers. Pct has been used to guide the duration of antibiotic therapy without adverse outcomes noted in a population with a low incidence of culture-positive EOS. It is within this area of antibiotic stewardship that Pct is likely to have the greatest utility.

**Cytokines and chemokines**

The proinflammatory cytokines IL6 and IL8 rise within 2–4 hours in response to detection of a pathogen, with levels peaking at 6–8 hours.47 Several studies have reported IL6 to have superior sensitivity to CRP in the detection of NS,23,48,49 with pooled sensitivity and specificity of 79%–84% noted in a meta-analysis.50 The utility of IL8 as an early marker of NS has also been evaluated in several studies, with sensitivity of 81%–92% and specificity of 70%–94% when cutoff values of 70–90 ng/mL were used.31,51 Studies that have combined the use of cytokines with later markers have demonstrated improved diagnostic accuracy when markers are combined.31,44,48

Imbalances in proinflammatory vs anti-inflammatory pathways have been investigated, with IL6:IL10 ratio >3.5 found to be more sensitive than CRP $>10$ ng/L (81.25% vs 62.5%), with identical specificity of 100%.48 Another study revealed NS to be associated with elevated levels of IL6, IL10, and GM-CSF, with low levels of IL4.52 This study also showed an association between increased mortality and low levels of anti-inflammatory cytokines, including IL4, IL12, and IFN$\gamma$. An earlier investigation had shown that the combination of elevated IL10 (>208 ng/L), IL6 (>168 ng/L), and decreased levels of RANTES (<3,110 ng/L) could be used to identify infected infants who went on to develop septic shock with disseminated intravascular coagulation.53

Although measurement of individual cytokines and profiling the inflammatory response has potential in the context of early diagnosis of infection, accurate measurement requires specialized equipment that is not yet available outside the research-laboratory setting. Presently, the turnaround for these tests is 1.5–6 hours, which is an unacceptable time frame for clinical decision-making.

**CD64**

Increased expression of CD64 can be detected within 1–6 hours of bacterial invasion, and levels remain elevated for $>24$ hours.54 This relatively early response to infection in combination with the ability to quantify CD64 on specimens of as little as 50 µL within an hour makes CD64 a promising target for early detection of NS. A meta-analysis investigating the use of nCD64 as a biomarker of NS that included 17 studies with 3,478 participants revealed only modest pooled sensitivity of 0.77 (95% CI 0.74–0.79), specificity of 0.74 (95% CI 0.72–0.75), and AUC of 0.87.55 Subgroup analysis showed improved diagnostic accuracy in term infants when compared to preterm infants and in culture-positive sepsis in comparison to clinical sepsis. A more recent meta-analysis containing fewer subjects offered similar but slightly improved results, with pooled sensitivity of 80% (95% CI 69%–88%), specificity of 83% (95% CI 71%–90%), and AUC of 0.88 (95% CI 0.85–0.91).56 The authors noted that the heterogeneity of the studies was high, making application of the results to clinical practice challenging.

In a prospective observational cohort study with data from 1,156 sepsis evaluations performed on 684 infants, combining nCD64 expression with specific WBC indices was found to improve sensitivity for NS detection from 78% to 91% and specificity from 59% to 93%.54 nCD64 expression has also been evaluated in combination with CRP, yielding sensitivity of 77%–94% and specificity of 78%–86% in the context of EOS57 and sensitivity of 97% and specificity of 89% when CD64 count at the onset of infection was combined with CRP measured at 24 hours in the workup of LOS.58 In summary, nCD64 is of limited use as a sole marker of NS, but when combined with CRP can be useful in guiding the decision to continue antibiotics beyond 36–48 hours.

**sTREM1**

sTREM1 has been identified as a potential biomarker for NS, with sensitivity of 70%–100% and specificity 71%–100%.31 A recent meta-analysis containing data from 667 neonates
reported similarly high sensitivity for the summary point as 0.95 (95% CI 0.81–0.99), with specificity of 0.87 (95% CI 0.56–0.97). A pilot study has suggested that sTREM1 can also be used as a prognostic marker, with higher levels being strongly predictive of septic shock and death. Conserving blood volume is often a concern in the vulnerable preterm population, and another recent study suggests that urinary sTREM1 levels can also be used to predict NS, with sensitivity and specificity of 90% and 78%, respectively, when a cutoff value of 78.5 pg/mL was used. Further work needs to be performed to better characterize appropriate cutoff values for infants of different GA and postnatal ages. At present, this biomarker is not yet ready for use outside the experimental setting.

**Serum amyloid A**

Elevated SAA levels have been reported in the presence of normal CRP, particularly in the early course of an infection. Several studies have demonstrated improved sensitivity relative to CRP in both EOS and LOS, where sensitivity of SAA was up to 90% compared to 30% for CRP at the point of initial clinical suspicion. However, data from a population with a higher incidence of culture-proven sepsis showed only a trend toward improved sensitivity at the initiation of antibiotic therapy. Pooled data from a meta-analysis (n=823) revealed pooled sensitivity of 84% (95% CI 80%–87%), pooled specificity of 89% (95% CI 86%–92%) and AUC of 0.96. A recent paper suggested efficacy in measuring SAA in cord-blood samples, reporting an AUC of 0.99 for culture-proven sepsis. One of the advantages of SAA over other early markers, such as inflammatory cytokines, is the availability of an automated rapid test for this marker. More widespread availability of this test kit may make SAA a more widely used marker for the diagnosis of NS. SAA may be of use in the early diagnosis of EOS when measured in cord-blood samples, and with further study could potentially help guide initiation of antibiotic therapy. Further studies are required before SAA measurement can be incorporated into guidance on clinical management of NS.

**Presepsin**

Presepsin has recently been recognized as a potentially important biomarker for sepsis. Data from a recent meta-analysis that included 783 infants from eleven studies revealed both high sensitivity of 91% (95% CI 87%–93%) and high specificity of 91% (95% CI 88%–94%). Several studies have demonstrated improved performance of presepsin, with a pooled AUC of 0.975 compared with 0.858 for CRP and 0.78 for Pct. A cord-blood presepsin level >1,370 pg/mL was found to be an independent predictor of EOS in the setting of preterm rupture of membranes, with an OR of 12.6 (95% CI 2.5–28.1, P=0.000). Normal levels of presepsin in both healthy term and preterm infants have been measured. The cutoff values used in various studies looking at the diagnostic capability of presepsin have varied widely: from as low as 539 pg/mL to 1,800 ng/mL. One of the advantages of presepsin as a diagnostic marker is the availability of automated testing using chemiluminescence that can provide results in as little as 15 minutes on blood specimens of only 100 µL. Although presepsin shows great promise, identification of reliable cutoff levels and testing of its utility in clinical decision-making is required before use becomes more widespread.

**PCR-based technology**

Positive blood culture remains the gold standard but is not without limitations. The long turnaround of blood cultures is also a concern, as at least 50% of deaths from infection occur within 3 days of the test being obtained. Prokaryotic organisms, such as bacteria, fungi, and viruses, differ from eukaryotes in that they carry a 16S ribosomal subunit, rather than an 18S subunit, and PCR-based technologies have evolved to specifically identify this. When 16S RNA–subunit PCR was evaluated alongside blood culture in a prospective clinical trial involving 706 infants with suspected sepsis, sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value (NPV), and positive predictive value of 100%, 95.4%, 77.2%, and 100%, respectively, were reported. In contrast to blood cultures that take up to 5 days to grow, results from 16S rRNA–subunit PCR were available within hours. The authors did however emphasize that blood cultures are not currently replaceable by this technology, due to the need for pure isolates for antibiotic-susceptibility testing.

One group developed a multiplex PCR assay (NeoSep-ID) tailored to detect the eight most common pathogens. Validation of the assay using 20 samples revealed 80% concordance of the two tests, with the NeoSep-ID failing to detect three of 12 blood cultures. A larger study evaluating the clinical efficacy of the multiplex PCR approach revealed sensitivity of 77%, specificity of 81%, positive predictive value of 87%, and NPV of 68% compared with blood culture. One of the greatest advantages of multiplex PCR detection is the possibility of obtaining meaningful results in as little as 4 hours. The Roche LightCycler SeptiFast Mgrade system requires 100 µL blood and can detect 20 different pathogens. When the SeptiFast system was evaluated...
alongside conventional blood cultures in a neonatal population, sensitivity of 90.5% (95% CI 86.2%–94.2%) and specificity of 72.9% (95% CI 67.0%–79.0%) were noted. Although PCR-based technology is not yet ready to replace conventional blood cultures, with further development this system could provide a rapid method to help focus treatment on infected infants with a narrower spectrum of antibiotic coverage. If sufficiently sensitive, PCR-based technology could also be used as a tool to help stop antibiotics at an earlier time point in circumstances where the level of clinical suspicion is lower. At present, PCR-based technology remains in an experimental phase and is not yet suitable for clinical use.

**Genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics**

A study that employed genome-wide expression analysis on blood samples from both infected and healthy preterm infants revealed differential regulation of 292 genes, many of which were involved in either neutrophil function or T-cell activation. Differential expression of genes regulating natural killer–cell function was found to be present, indicating that this may be an interesting future target for research.

Using surface-enhanced laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MS) on cord-blood samples, one group of investigators were able to identify a precocious haptoglobin “switch-on” pattern (Hp&HpRp) that allowed for development of a “mass restricted score” for the diagnosis of EOS. The significance of the Hp&HpRp pattern was evaluated in a prospective cohort of 174 preterm newborns, and by combining this result with IL6 levels and hematological indices, investigators were able to identify infants who were most at risk of EOS.

Within the setting of LOS, a recent pilot study has identified how MS can identify combinations of proteins that can then be used to distinguish infected infants from controls and infants with sepsis from those with NEC. A panel characterized by high levels of CRP alongside low levels of both CETP and ApoA4 was found to be the most sensitive and specific for LOS, with an AUC of 0.99. In contrast, a panel for detection of NEC included ApoA4 at higher levels alongside ApoC and LCAT. This study offered interesting insights into how the associated proteome of these disease states changes over time; however, validation of these findings with larger prospective cohorts is required.

Metabolomics is the systematic study of changes in cell metabolism during physiological and pathophysiological conditions with the hypothesis that distinct signature changes in energy usage can be used for diagnostic purposes. MS and nuclear magnetic-resonance techniques were able to identify increased levels of acetate, glucose, and lactate and decreased levels of byproducts of the pentose-phosphate pathway in urine samples from infants with NS compared to controls. Another recent study also used nuclear magnetic resonance and targeted liquid-chromatography MS to analyze samples from infants with both confirmed and suspected NS, and revealed other distinctive changes in urinary metabolites. These changes relative to age-matched controls were most distinctive at the first suspicion of infection, with differences becoming insignificant by day 10 of the illness. This study also noted an increase in urinary lactate; however, significant differences were also noted in 16 other metabolites, including taurine and hypotaurine, which were postulated to be part of a protective anti-inflammatory response.

Obtaining and interpreting “omic” signatures still requires technological expertise and specialized equipment. Although it is possible to envision a future where the “omic” profile of a sample of cord blood or urine sample may be able to give even more precise diagnostic and prognostic information, these methods are still very far from playing a role in routine clinical management.

**Biophysical markers**

Recently, heart rate-variability monitoring has been suggested as a more sensitive method to alert the clinician to the possibility of NS. In a large multicenter trial, having the HeRO score (a measure obtained from continuous analysis of electrocardiography for changes in heart-rate variability) visible to clinicians was associated with a statistically significant decrease in mortality; however, this change was also associated with more blood cultures being drawn and increased use of antibiotics. Spikes in the HeRO score have been found to be associated with multiple other conditions, such as surgery, non-infection-related deteriorations in respiratory status, and other unknown causes. Recently published data from one other large center also suggest a limited role for the HeRO score in the detection of NS. At present, the HeRO score remains a marker for a clinician to consider NS, rather than an absolute indication to start treatment.

The RALIS is a computerized-algorithm device that relies on the clinician to enter various data on a frequent basis, including heart rate, respiratory rate, core temperature, body weight, number of desaturation events (<85%), and number of bradycardiac events documented (heart rate <100 beats per minute). The initial pilot study that involved data input every 2 hours demonstrated that the RALIS was able to detect...
LOS with sensitivity of 95.8% and specificity of 77.3%. The RALIS algorithm was subsequently revised and then applied to a larger cohort of infants <33 weeks GA in a nested case–control study where data for input into the RALIS were obtained retrospectively from the electronic medical record. This study showed elevated RALIS score (>5) accuracy in detecting early inflammatory changes associated with both NS and NEC, with sensitivity of 83% and a high NPV of 93%. Changes in the RALIS score were noted on average 33 hours before the onset of clinical symptoms, prompting laboratory investigations suggesting potential for earlier diagnosis and treatment. The high NPV of the RALIS score may offer an opportunity for clinicians to withhold or shorten the duration of antibiotic therapy with greater confidence; however, information from larger prospective trials is required before the RALIS score can be used to guide routine practice.

The concept of measuring the difference between core and peripheral temperatures was first suggested by a small study that demonstrated a significant widening in both rectal–sole and axillary–sole temps in normothermic preterm infants diagnosed with NS that was not noted in either healthy preterm infants or term infants. Recently, a prospective observational cohort study that employed continuous measurement of both axillary and sole temperatures revealed that a temperature gradient >2°C sustained for at ≥4 hours was able to predict NS with 83% sensitivity and a NPV of 94%. The sustained change in temperature gradient was often the earliest indicator of infection, with initial CRP <1.5 mg/dL in 64% of cases and initial Pct <2 ng/mL in 36% of cases. Although these findings indicate great potential, particularly for the early detection of NS, validation of the core–periphery temperature gradient as a feasible biophysical marker is required for this strategy to enter common usage.

**EOS-risk calculator**

The development of the EOS-risk calculator has led to an increasing number of centers using this algorithm to guide patient care. Application of the EOS-risk calculator (n=204, 485 infants ≥35 GA) was associated with threefold decrease in blood-culture investigations and a decrease in empiric antibiotic use in the first 24 hours of life: from 5% to 2.6%. These improvements were not associated with any significant increases in adverse outcomes, such as mortality from infection or readmission to hospital. The incidence of culture-proven EOS was within the lower reported range of 0.3–0.8/1,000 cases. Overall, this study showed potential for application of the EOS-risk calculator to reduce the use of antibiotics without compromising safety in a population with a relatively low incidence of culture-proven EOS and good access to follow-up care. Given that up to 95% of hospitals still require some period of mother–infant separation for the administration of antibiotics and up to 44% of institutions may require this for the entire antibiotic course, widespread adoption of the EOS-risk calculator could have a significant positive impact on mother–infant bonding and breastfeeding. Note, across all three eras of the study, it was found that approximately half the infants who went on to develop culture-proven EOS were asymptomatic at birth. This finding underlines the critical importance of adequate observation and reliable interpretation of the risk calculator. The authors made it clear that “no antibiotic treatment is not the same as no care”, and that closer clinical observation with more frequent monitoring of vital signs and thorough parental education may be required to maintain safety.

Application of the EOS-risk calculator specifically to infants ≥35 weeks GA born to mothers diagnosed with chorioamnionitis has been a focus of recent interest, with several groups retrospectively analyzing data to see if this approach would safely reduce antibiotic use in this group of infants. Although results predict that antibiotic use could be decreased significantly, concern has arisen that widespread adoption of the risk calculator both generally and to this specific population may result in delay of care and adverse outcomes in infants who would qualify for early empiric treatment under 2010 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines. A reappraisal of the guidelines for management of infants with EOS advocates for close observation of well-appearing infants of ≥35 weeks GA born to mothers diagnosed with chorioamnionitis, rather than empiric antibiotic treatment. A pathway where infants with exposure to chorioamnionitis can be observed in a transitional neonatal intensive-care unit was shown to decrease antibiotic usage in one recent study and has been proposed as a counterargument to the concern that application of the EOS-risk calculator may result in adverse outcomes for the small number of infants that are affected. We would advocate a measured approach to adoption of the risk calculator, especially in populations at higher risk of infection who have less reliable access to follow-up.

**Summary**

In the field of NS, trends seem to be moving away from reliance on conventional markers, such as CBC and CRP, and more toward advanced monitoring algorithms and population-based risk calculators. Early cord-blood markers, such as presepsin, could be considered in parallel with the
Table 2 Summary of promising biomarkers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Timing in inflammatory response</th>
<th>Positive aspects</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RALIS</td>
<td>82%−95%59,69</td>
<td>44%−77%58,69</td>
<td>Prior to development of clinical symptoms</td>
<td>Noninvasive High sensitivity and NPV99 Can be used with existing electronic medical record data</td>
<td>Requires input of data into a second computer generated algorithm No prospective data on management of “spikes” when they occur and effect on practice Limited to evaluation for LOS No prognostic information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core-periphery temperature difference</td>
<td>83%−100%90,91</td>
<td>82%−100%90,91</td>
<td>Prior to development of clinical symptoms</td>
<td>Non-invasive Can give continuous measurements Sensitivity 83%, NPV 94%31 Can also be used in low-resource settings59</td>
<td>Requires some training Lack of prospective data on how detection of a temperature gradient changes management Minimal information on EOS or utility in more mature infants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytokines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>79%50</td>
<td>81%−92%51,51</td>
<td>Rises within 2–4 hours of an infectious insult and remains elevated for 6–8 hours</td>
<td>Accurate and useful for early diagnosis of infection Can be used alongside medium to late-rising markers to improve diagnostic accuracy</td>
<td>Relatively long turnaround Not yet available outside research facilities Levels may have peaked and be declining by the time clinical symptoms appear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-8</td>
<td>81%−94%51,51</td>
<td>100%49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6 / IL-8 ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presepsin</td>
<td>91% (95% CI 87%–93)39</td>
<td>91% (95% CI 88%–94)39</td>
<td>Rises 2–12 hours after onset of infection</td>
<td>Small sample volume Rapid turnaround High sensitivity and specificity39 Cord blood levels have high predictive value59</td>
<td>Variation in cutoff levels used Limited information on role of presepsin in clinical decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sTREM-1</td>
<td>70%−100%31,106</td>
<td>71%−100%31,106</td>
<td>Rises within 2–4 hours of infection and remains elevated in blood, urine, and CSF</td>
<td>High sensitivity and specificity Levels can also be measured in urine, with similar sensitivity and specificity values reported61</td>
<td>Cutoff values still need to be defined for infants of different GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nCD64</td>
<td>77%−80%51,56</td>
<td>74%−83%51,56</td>
<td>Rises 1–6 hours after onset of infection and remains elevated for 24 hours</td>
<td>Small sample volume Rapid turnaround High sensitivity and specificity when combined with WBC count and CRP31 Utility in both EOS and LOS</td>
<td>Limited value as sole marker of infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCT</td>
<td>70%−81%51,42</td>
<td>79%−89%51,42</td>
<td>Rises 3–4 hours after infection Peaks at 18–24 hours Drops more rapidly after antibiotic treatment</td>
<td>Rapid turnaround Moderate–high sensitivity and specificity51,42 Accuracy improved when combined with nCD6437 Levels have been used successfully to guide therapy in EOS41</td>
<td>Levels also rise due to uninfected processes Pct-guided antibiotic therapy has not yet been developed for infants &lt;35 weeks GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAA</td>
<td>84% (95% CI 80%–87%66)</td>
<td>89% (95% CI 86%–92%)108</td>
<td>Rises sharply within the first 24 hours of infection</td>
<td>Rapid automated test kit available Potential utility for EOS when used in cord-blood specimens (AUC 0.99)67</td>
<td>Variable sensitivity in comparison to CRP Baseline SAA levels vary widely and are influenced by hepatic function and nutritional status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>49%–68%31,51</td>
<td>&gt;90%51</td>
<td>Rises 12–24 hours after infection Levels peak at 36–48 hours Drops more rapidly with antibiotic treatment</td>
<td>Readily available with reasonable turnaround High specificity Levels fall more steeply with effective treatment</td>
<td>Rises late in the time course of infection, so single measures early in the course of the illness are not reliable Interpretation can be confounded by other physiological and pathophysiological conditions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
EOS-risk calculator in late-preterm and term infants. The idea that clinicians should rely more on correctly drawn blood cultures to confirm infection, rather than decide to continue treatment according to the results of inflammatory markers, has also gained traction, with many advocating a reduction in the diagnosis of culture-negative sepsis.13,18,104,105 In our opinion, there are many interesting strategies that require further investigation (see Table 2). With established evidence for the use of Pct-guided antibiotic stewardship,45 this strategy should be considered to limit the ongoing treatment of culture-negative sepsis. There is no single biomarker that can confirm or refute NS with complete certainty, so we must continue to evaluate accessible markers alongside the clinical history and examination findings to determine the optimum course of action.
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